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What is the relation between Regimes of Normativity and Regimes of Knowledge of the production of normativity?

In posts 1 and 2, we have given some insights into the motives for the denomination and the definition of “Historical Regimes of Normativity” as well as into some interdisciplinary insights we are drawing on. In this post, we will explain the relation between “Regimes of Normativity” and “Regimes of Knowledge of the production of normativity”

What is the relation between Regimes of Normativity and Regimes of Knowledge of the production of normativity?

Insofar as knowledge is also continuously generated and transferred in historical regimes of normativity, regimes of normativity are always also knowledge regimes (Wehling 2007). This knowledge includes principles, norms, rules and practices, that is, those elements constitutive of the normativity regime, but also knowledge that refers to the specific field of action. If one studies, for example, an ownership regime, one has to focus on the principles, norms, rules and practices that organise the control over things or persons (in law or in fact) in very specific contexts (Bastias Saavedra 2020). The ownership regime of an autonomous indigenous community in the Andes of the 16th century will probably be composed of very different elements than the ownership regime in colonial Lima. However, both regimes, together with many other concrete orders, constitute the inherently diverse ownership regime of the Viceroyalty of Peru.

However, it seems important to distinguish Normative Knowledge and the geneal regimes of normativity from the specific Knowledge of the production of normativity insofar as it focuses not on the ‘what’ but on ‘how’ normativity itself is produced. Therefore, first, one can speak of general historical regimes of normativity that, from a knowledge historical perspective, are composed of knowledge relevant to the respective field of action – the knowledge, for example, that is constitutive of the ownership regime. This allows, second, for the distinction of regimes of Knowledge of the production of normativity, that is, regimes that are composed of the knowledge relevant for the production of normativity in a specific field of action. This knowledge can, for example, refer to how binding norms are created and how claims to binding force are procedurally realised.

Regimes of Knowledge of the production of normativity are therefore a special kind of regime of normativity representing the ‘intellectual operative system” of (other) regimes of normativity that are oriented by their fields of action (Duve 2020). This should, however, not lead to the conclusion that each regime of normativity has a corresponding regime of normative knowledge - and vice versa. Rather one should consider that regimes of normative knowledge follow their own logics of reproduction and transformation, which are not tied to limits of a normativity regime oriented to specific fields of action. They follow, like every regime, endogenous logics of change.

The distinction between (general) normativity regimes that can also be understood as regimes of normative knowledge about specific fields of action, on the one hand, and regimes of Knowledge of the production of normativity in a specific field of action, on the other, may seem a confusing and exaggerated distinction. For legal historical research, however, it is of special importance because it reveals that transformations in law in specific fields of action do not solely depend on transformations in these fields but also depend on changes in the basic assumptions about how normativity is produced in the first place. Also, these assumptions change and often the explanation for transformation is found at this level, which in the history of science has been conceptualised as historical epistemology and has become a kind of basis of the history of science. To recall an obvious example, when numerous legislative measures for the protection of disadvantaged groups were adopted in different fields in Germany in the 19th century, it cannot simply be traced back to economic, sociologic or ideological factors, but also to a fundamental shift from a normativity regime based on inequality up to the European saddle period to a normativity regime based on equality. The transformations in how protection is created, however, does not say much about the quality of protection provided.
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To be continued in Part 4 ... coming soon!